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Answers, Questions and

(Separate Index)

Bhagavad-Gita, Studies in the—
Occultism of.. .. .. Sept-16
Good Company .. to Oct-16
On Death May-16 to Jun-16
 On Meditation Jan-16 to Feb-16
Sacrifice .. .. .. Nov-15
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Some Reflections .. Feb-16
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The Garden and the .. ..
Children—An Allegory Nov-15
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Wisdom .. .. .. Apr-16
Theosophical Fundamentals:
A Dialogue .. .. Mar-16
Vasavadatta .. .. Jul-16

From Passion to
Compassion .. .. Dec-15

Grafting the Limbs, On Mar-16
Gurus and Gurus Jul-16

Hansa, The Symbology of Jun-16
Happiness, Economics of Jul-16
Health, Wealth and Wisdom Apr-16
Hibernation, The Mystery

of .. .. .. .. .. Feb-16
Illusion of Time, Jan-16

The .. .. .. ..  to Feb-16
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In the Light of Theosophy
(Separate Index)

Institution of Dec-15
Marriage, The .. ..    to Jan-16

Is Suicide the End
of Troubles? .. .. Aug-16

Joy, Mudita—
Sympathetic .. ..     May-16

Magnetic and Karmic
Affinity, On .. .. Mar-16

Marriage, The Institution Dec-15
of .. .. .. ..  to Jan-16

Maturity—What Is It? Apr-16
Meaning of Death and

the Purpose of Life .. Oct-16
Mortification of the Body,

Fasting and .. .. Jun-16
Mudita—Sympathetic

Joy .. .. .. ..     May-16
Mystery of Hibernation,

The .. .. .. .. Feb-16

On Grafting the Limbs Mar-16
On Magnetic and

Karmic Affinity .. .. Mar-16
On Pilgrim and Pilgrimage Aug-16
On Procrastination Oct-16
On Sacred Plants Jul-16 to Oct-16

Passion to .. .. ..
Compassion, From Dec-15

Peace, The Power of Sep-16
Peel and the Pulp, The Mar-16
Pilgrim and Pilgrimage,

On .. .. .. .. Aug-16
Plants, On Sacred  Jul-16 to Oct-16
Power of Peace, The Sep-16
Procrastination, On Oct-16

Questions and Answers
(Separate Index)

Renunciation, True
Sannyasa Or .. .. Nov-15

Sannyasa Or Renunciation,
True .. .. .. .. Nov-15

Steed and Rider Jun-16
Studies in the Bhagavad-Gita—

Occultism of Good .. Sept-16
Company .. .. to Oct-16
On Death May-16 to June-16
On Meditation Jan-16 to Feb-16
Sacrifice and .. .. .. Nov-15
Sacrament .. .. to Dec-15
The Constitution of Mar-16
Man .. .. ..  to Apr-16
The Kingly.. .. .. Jul-16
Science .. .. to Aug-16

Suicide the End of Troubles?,
Is .. .. .. .. .. Aug-16

Symbology of Hansa,
The .. .. .. .. Jun-16

Tanha—The Desire to Live Jan-16
Theosophy, In the Light of

(Separate Index)
Time, The Illusion Jan-16

of .. .. .. ..  to Feb-16
True Sannyasa Or

Renunciation .. .. Nov-15

Vayu—The God Nov-15
of Air .. .. .. to Dec-15

Wealth and Wisdom,
Health, .. .. .. Apr-16

What is Creativity? Sep-16
Wisdom, Health,

Wealth and .. .. .. Apr-16

____________________________

Acting or Working selflessly,
without expectation of ..
appreciation or .. .. ..
recognition .. .. ..       Feb-16

Action, compulsive, and
addiction to work, inferior
to inaction .. .. .. Jun-16

Adaptability, what is it? Oct-16
Addiction, Drug, its .. .. ..

justification sought on ..
spiritual basis, associating
Shiva with bhang .. Jul-16

Calmness, how does one .. ..
keep calm in this chaotic ..
world? .. .. .. ..       Mar-16

Creativity, is it in the .. ..
air rather than .. .. ..
within us? .. .. ..     Nov-15

Drug addiction, its .. .. ..
justification sought on ..
spiritual basis, associating
Shiva with bhang .. Jul-16

Education emphasizing .. ..
textbooks, fails to inspire ..
or make one a seeker of ..
knowledge .. ..       May-16

“Ego,” does it just mean self-
identity or also self- ..
importance? .. ..       Dec-15

Empath, who is he? Apr-16
Existence of things, is it

determined only by our seeing
and measuring them?       Nov-15

Gene editing on human .. ..
embryo and Genetically ..
Modified Babies, a cause ..
of concern .. .. ..     Mar-16

Genes, can they make
you kill? .. .. ..       Aug-16

Goat, baby, born with human
features, gives rise to .. ..
confusion and .. .. ..
speculation .. .. ..      Jun-16

God, could closeness to Him
be the result of Damaged
Brain Regions? .. ..      Apr-16

Intelligence, we must stop
glorifying it, and degrading
others for being stupid Jul-16

Intolerance, rise in India
and the world, causing
concern .. .. .. Jan-16

Jesus, Did he live in India? Jan-16

Luck, are some people
luckier than others? ..      Dec-15

Mantra, what is it? Feb-16
Minimalism, the philosophy

of reducing possessions    Aug-16

Old age and coping with the
physical and mental .. ..
deterioration .. ..       Jun-16

Organ donation, hesitation
based on misplaced ..
religious belief .. ..      Sep-16
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Prejudice, can it be weeded
out of man’s mind? .. Jul-16

Raksha Bandhan, a festival
which evokes the noble
sentiments of love and
care .. .. .. ..      Sep-16

Ravana, a complex personality,
defying the stereotype of

a demon .. .. ..      Sep-16

Salesmanship, spiritual, is a
respectful and long-term-

oriented approach ..      Mar-16
“Self-marriage,” helps realize

that each individual is
complete and whole in
himself .. .. .. ..       Oct-16

Suggestions can play highly
positive role and also
work as hypnosis.. ..        Apr-16

Suicide, increased rate, seen
as inability to cope
with life .. .. ..     May-16

Surrogacy makes human souls
mere commodities ..      Oct-16

____________________________

Sustainable life, learning
to live in harmony with
Nature .. .. .. ..      Feb-16

Textbooks, Education
emphasizing, fails to
inspire or make one a
seeker of knowledge      May-16

Threats, what are the gravest
ones to humanity? ..     Aug-16

Time, if we could turn
it back, what would ..
we do? .. .. .. ..       Jan-16

Time, is it an illusion?        Dec-15
Toxin mixture or Venom,

its use in drugs or medicines,
very ancient .. ..    May-16

Unity underlies apparent
differences .. .. ..     Nov-15

Venom or Toxin mixture,
its use in drugs or medicines,
very ancient  .. .. ..     May-16

Working or Acting selflessly,
without expectation of
appreciation or .. ..
recognition .. .. ..      Feb-16

How to know the SELF to be the
self of all creatures? Nov-15

What has Theosophy to say
on the rite of Tarpan ..
(offering water), performed
for the pitris or .. ..
forefathers? .. .. ..     Nov-15

Why does H.P.B. say in the
Secret Doctrine (I, 39)
that Yana is a mystic ..
expression? .. .. ..      Dec-15

When a person dies an ..
unnatural death, .. ..
what kind of astral ..
body remains? .. ..      Dec-15

How much can we rely on
old “proverbs” for sage
advice? Are proverbs
useful? .. .. .. ..      Jan-16

Philosophically, how to
understand, Paramartha
to represent good-will
as well as the .. .. ..
Supreme power? .. ..       Jan-16

What is the significance of
Vishwarupa in the Gita?
Can we consider Sanjaya
spiritually more advanced
than Arjuna? .. ..     Feb-16

In settling the Karmic account,
is it always necessary for
two people to come
together? .. .. ..      Feb-16

What can we learn .. ..
from Nature? .. ..      Mar-16

Why  guard against “vanity”?
How can “dark forces”

INDEX TO “QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS”

use it to bring about the
downfall? .. .. ..     Mar-16

What is the metaphysical
significance of the
“Churning of the Ocean,”
done by both the Devas
and the Asuras? .. ..      Apr-16

How to understand the story
of a sage remaining alive
for 10,000 years under
water? .. .. .. ..      Apr-16

Why has Arjuna been advised
to rise above the three
qualities, including
Sattva? .. .. ..    May-16

Can vegetables and animals
change their quality and
become Sattvic? How can
we become Sattvic?       May-16

In the context of the passage
in the “Voice,” do all planets
become the sun again?
Why is it considered “fall”
to become a planet? ..      Jun-16

What are the practical
lessons we may learn ..
from the knowledge of
the Law of Cycles? ..      Jun-16

Is it necessary to exercise
discrimination even in the
matter of questioning? Jul-16

The Buddha refused to preach
until the impure man was
expelled from the assembly.
Was this not unjust? .. Jul-16

What should be the attitude
of a student-seeker in
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times of acute or chronic
physical disorder? ..     Aug-16

Does Theosophy believe in
Absolute morality? ..      Aug-16

The “Key,” says: “Selfishness
is essentially conservative,
and hates being disturbed.”
What does it mean? ..       Sep-16

Is it possible to kindle interest
in Theosophy, in a simple,
virtuous person? ..      Sep-16

The Gita says, “Make pleasure
and pain...the same to thee,

and then prepare for battle.”
Why “then”? .. ..       Oct-16

Mr. Crosbie says, “No one
can do anything that is
not related to past .. ..
experience....”  Does it ..
mean that man is not free ..
but bound to his past?       Oct-16

How can a student play ..
the double role, .. ..
of remaining cheerful
and also of responding
to pain and suffering?       Oct-16

____________________________


